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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
,The Catholic Bishops of the United States joined together to state,
liAs God's plan unfolds in the life of an individual Christian, he grows in
awareness that, as a child of God, he does not live in isolation from
others. From the moment of Baptism he becomes a member of a new and
larger family, the Christian Community."l The Bishops further emphasized
the Church's obligation of sharing the entire mystery of our salvation in
Christ ... taking into account the limited ability of some ... ex-
plaining matters rat·her simply and briefly, using even suitable summary
formulas, which may be explained further, later. 2
Mentally retarded persons, therefore, share with all other persons
the call to be children of God. They are integral members of our Christian
family and have every right to "be included in every possible aspect of our
Chri stian fell owshipll. 3 As human beings mentally retarded persons grow
and develop to their potential like any other human being differing "in
..·,their capacity to function intellectually and sometimes emotionally at the
same level as others their age". 4
lTo Teach As Jesus Did, National Conference of Catholic Bishops,
(Washington, D.C., November, 1972),. p. 6f.
2Guidelines For Ministr to Mentall ed Persons, (Catholic
Education Center, St. Pau , Minnesota, 1973
3Ibid., p. 6.
4Ibid .
1
2IIRealizing that mental retardation in no way lessens a person's
human dignity nor membership in our communities, it is appropriate to teach
mentally retarded persons according to their own levels of ability ... l As
one diocesan guideline stated, lI our efforts should be directed toward pro-
viding faith experiences which will help mentally handicapped persons
discover, understand and respond to God's love with our communities ...2
A key person in these faith experiences is the teacher. He
communicates the essential and core mysteries of faith simply and
according to the student's level of comprehension. Retarded persons
learn about God's love especially through Jesus whom they identify
as a friend. Experiences help them grow in appreciation of the
wonder of God and the beauty of life in nature, in themselves, and
in other persons. They are helped to realize their own personal
value and the contributi~n and responsibility they have regarding
the happiness of others.
Teachers, however, who "try to enrich the life of the child so
that he grows in understanding as quickly and as fruitfully as his
maturation with allow..4 are faced with the major problem of knowing what
experiences and teaching to present which will be most consistent with
the child's development.
Goldman makes the observation that the content of religious educa-
tion has now changed to more closely approximate the IIreal world of children,
using their experiences and their natural development rather than imposing an
5
adult form of religious ideas and language upon them. 1I This approach is even
Ilbid.
2Ibid., p. 6.
3Ibid ., p. 6.
4Ronald Goldman, Readiness For Religion, (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1965), p. 26.
5Ibid ., p. 9.
3more crucial for the retarded student for whom the mastery of every step
of learning is essential to readiness for the next.
A basic tenet of Miller and Yoder1s philosophy of language acqui-
sition which can be applied to religious language acquisition is that,
IIbefore the child becomes a language user, he needs to have something to
say (concepts) and a reason for saying it (semantic intent) as well as
a way to say it (linguistic structure)."l The teacher of religion,
therefore, has to assess where his students are in conceptual comprehensions
of religious truths, provide for them opportunities in which to express
their religious experiences and assist them in finding satisfying struc-
tures to express and use these experiences.
Statement of the Problem
The above leads to the statement ,of the problem for this research.
Being that the first step of the teacher of religion is to assess where
his students are in conceptual comprehension of religious truths and
that young mentally retarded children are just beginning to conceptualize
and verbalize some of these truths the following problem materialized:
Given a group of mentally retarded children between the chronological
ages (CA) of 8-0 and 13-0 with mental ages (MA) ranging within 3-6 to 5-6,
can their religious language be assessed quantitatively and, if sO,at
what level of comprehension?
lOavid E. Yoder and Jon F. Miller, "What We ~1ay Know and What We
Can Do: Input Toward A System. II J. McLean, D. Yoder, R. Schiefelbusch,
eds. Language Intervention With the Retarded. (Baltimore: University
Park Press, 1972).
4Justification of the Study
If the Church were to neglect bringing the IIGood News ll to anyone
group of her members she would be contradicting her essential mission. 1
Therefore, as we look to the group of children who are mentally retarded
and yet are at the point of forming concepts and beginning to express
these concepts in talk, we realize how important it is to provide them
with experiences which will help them form simple and wholesome concepts,
of God, our loving Father, and be able to relate to Him as the real
Person He is.
As Goldman relates, I'Religious growth is not something apart
from the rest of a child1s development. It is an interpretation of all
his experiences, which he relates to what he believes to be the nature
of the Divine.,,2
Many times teachers hurry into the ureal teaching ll of the Gospel
before the children are sufficiently prepared. Preparation, as Goldman
interprets, should include a familiarity with the vocabulary and the ex-
perience. He further clarifies that "children need time to explore their
world, to come to terms with it and to grow alongside what they know.,,3
The challenge for teachers, then, is to be very careful not to
;'~ introduce new concepts too quickly. Children are very likely to use many
words for which they have no adequate conceptual thOu9ht,4 many times
using them because they like the sounds.
ISr. M. Coletta Dunn, O.S.F.', "Religious Education for Mentally
Retarded Children: A Film Curriculum Study," A Dissertation (Catholic
University of America, Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 1.
2Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1965), p. 26.
3Ibid ., p. 34.
4
Ibid., p. 46.
5Since many retarded children also are language impaired it is most
essential that language be programmed in such a manner that the children
are "able to sample the input more adequately •.. ,,1 According to Miller
and Yoder, liThe most important criteria for a good language training pro-
gram is to begin where the child ;s developmentally and not present him
with material that is above the level at which he is able to comprehend
2
and learn. 1I
Following the above observations it seems very important that
further research be done in the area of mentally retarded children who
have developed to the stage of what Goldman terms IIpre-religious" in the
intellectual and conceptual sense.
Children at this stage are ready to receive unrelated experiences
of life. Everything is a source of wonder, and lithe religious" char-
acter of everyday experiences seems to be the most natural way to
prepare them. This calls for a much more indirect method of religious
education in which the wonder of God's world in nature, animals, the
sky and all experiences which come naturally to him can be surrounded
by assumption, often unspoken by the teacher, that all this is part
of the divine creation. In short, little can be taught effectively
which is foreign to 3he child and which does not arise naturally
from his experience.
Researching the question of religious concepts and religious
language of the mentally retarded child is important if teachers are to
begin or continue to build the necessary concepts the child needs to have
in order to realize a relation with God, his Father.
IRochana Foster, Jane J.
Assessment of Children's Lan ua
Consu ting Psychologists Press,
2Ibid .
3Ronald Goldman, Readiness For Religion, (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1965), p. 47.
6Population
The population for this study was a group of mentally retarded
children with chronological ages (CA) between 8-0 and 13-0. Their
mental ages (MA) ranged from 3-6 to 5-6. All the children were resi-
dent students of St. Coletta School, Jefferson, Wisconsin. All the
children, showed several years language delay in standardized language
tests. There were four girls and 10 boys in the group. While the family
backgrounds of the children varied, their experiences of daily prayer
in the classroom, liturgical services in the church, prayers before
meals and bedtime were regularly had by all.
Definition of Terms
Language a structured system of arbitrary vocal
sounds and sequences of sounds which is
used in interpersonal communication by
an aggregation of human beings and which
rather exhaustively catalogs the things,
eventi and processes in the human environ-
ment.
Speech refers to the actual behavior of individuals
in using language, the amount of talking,
the conditions under wh~ch talking is
elicited, and so forth.
Mentally Retarded -- refers to sub-average general intellectual
functioning which originates during the
developmental period and is associated with
impairment of adaptive behavior (AAMD, 1959).
Religious Language that talk which has reference to God or any
Person of the Blessed Trinity (persons, ob-jects, places, activities, feelings, descrip-
tions, etc.).
lJohn Carroll, "Psycholinguistics In Study of Mentally Retarded,"
Language and the Mentally Retarded, R. L. Schiefelbusch, ed. (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967), p. 43.
2Ibid .
7Summary
With the mandate of the Bishops of the United States and the
specific directions of individual diocesan committees, the teachers of
the mentally retarded children are continually faced with the challenge
of helping the children grow into a real relation with God, their Father.
Knowing the importance of moving carefully from one concept to another
in order to insure continuous growth the teacher of these children needs
to know how far they have come in developing religious concepts and
language so he can continue to help them build a strong relation with
God, their Father.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Normal Language Development
Much has been written about the speech of the retarded child, but
much less has been written about his language. If as Kastein1 contends,
language is the understanding and use of symbols while speech is the
uttering of articulate sounds serving the functions of communication,
then we have a beginning point at which to deal with both aspects.
Robin Chapman points out that the
need for language to talk about language use and acquisition can be
easily illustrated to those who work with mentally retarded children:
to be told simply that language behavior of an individual is not
normal--that it is different or deficient or retarded--is hardly in-
formative ... we must have a taxonomy of normal language and speech:
maps of functions served by language, the knowledge necessary to its
use, and the mechanisms whereby knowledge is acquired and used in
speech situations. The model then serves to classify specifically
what has gone wrong, or the language problem, care~ullY observed,
may be used to test the implications of the model.
According to Bellugi's review of the literature
researchers have found that noting the stages of child speech in
terms of mean utterance length (MUL) provides a more accurate
characterization than using the chronological age (CA) of the child.
Children seem to have different rates of acquisition of grammar and
lShulasmith Kastein, "Responsibility of the Speech Pathogist to the
Retarded Child,1I American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LX (1956), 750.
2Robin S. Chapman, "Some Simple Ways of Talking About Normal
Language and Communication," Lan ua e Intervention With The Retarded, ed.
by J. E. McLean, D. E. Yoder, and R. L. Schiefelbusch, Baltimore: Uni-
versity Park Press, 1972), p. 18-19.
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9different starting points in terms of age; and yet, the l!nguage
development seems to follow a fairly well-defined course.
By careful observation relative stages have been defined for
normal language development:
Stage I -- a period when the child is just beginning to combine
words into utterances--when the (MUL) in morphemes
is above 1.5 and below 2.0
Stage II -- (MUL) 2.0-2.5 -- these latter two stages being
periods of considerable growth
and development
Stage III -- (MUL) 2.5-3.1 negations (can It, won It) are added
noun phrases (a pie, big ball) are
used
inflections (making, comes) are
usedZ
Children imitate adult sentences in terms of their own knowledge
of the language. Childrenls imitations are sometimes "reconstructions of
the sentences the child hears."3
Bellug1 cites examples found in the research of Brown and Fraser:
Model Sentence
I show you the book.
I am drawing a dog.
Do I like to read books?
Ch11d 1 s Imitation
I show book.
I draw dog. 4
I read book?
lUrsula Bellugi, "Development of Language in the Normal Child,1l
e Intervention with the Retarded, ed. by J. E. McLean, D. E. Yoder,'
L. Sc le e busch Ba timore: University Park Press, 1972), p. 36-
2Ibid., p. 41.
3D. 1. Slobin and C. Welsh, "Elicited Imitation as a Research Tool
in Developmental Psycholinguistics," Language Training In Early Childhood
Education, (University of Illinois Press, 1971), p. 105.
4Ursula Bellugi and R. Brown, "Development of Language in the Normal
Child," Lan ua e Intervention 'with the Retarded, ed. by J. E. McLean, D. E.
Yoder, and R. L. Schiefelbusch Baltimore: University Park Press, 1972)
citing R. Brown and C. Fraser, p. 38.
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Many utterances in children's speech, even in the early stages, are not
likely to have occurred as models in the speech the children hear (e.g.,
mine paper, more pony, hit ball).1 Their response speech is commonly
known- as "telegraphic speech". 2
Bellugi sums up her findings by stating that
it ~eems that children do not need to be specifically taught the
rules of grammatical structure, given no major abnormality or deficit
in the environment, anymore than they need to be taught the rules of
correspondence for recognizing the same object under different con-
ditions of light and position. I hope we shall be able to make
connections between language development in the normal child and the
particular limiting factors thjt govern the development of various
aspects of mental retardation.
In a review of language development literature Yoder and Miller
found a limited amount of information on language structure particularly
as it pertained to each etiological group. However, they assessed from
the data acquired that the retarded child was slower in developing
linguistic skills than his non-retarded mates. 4 liThe data also provided
a developmental sequence of structures as they appear to be acquired by
nonnal children, which can be applied to clinical work with the retarded." 5
Various aspects of language concerning the normal child and the
retarded child have been researched. Milgram used a classification task
in which groups of normal and retarded children performed under both
1Ibid .
2Ibid .
3Ibid., p. 50-51.
40avid E. Yoder and Jon F. Miller, "What We May Know and What We
Can Do: Input Toward a System, It "Lan ua e Intervention with the Retarded,
ed. by J. E. McLean, D. E. Yoder, and R. L. Schiefe busch Sa timore:
University Park Press, 1972), p. 100.
5Ibid .
11
verbal and non-verbal stimulus presentation and response conditions. The
authors found that under non-verbal conditions "performance was equal.
Whereas, the retarded performed significantly poorer as verbal elements
were added to the task. lIl Their conclusion was that if adequate non-
verbal experiences were devised in which verbal experience plays a
negligi~le role, non-speaking subjects tend to perform as well as
speaking subjects. This implies that mentally retarded children can
perform considerably better on conceptual tasks if language or language
relevant factors are eliminated. 2
Milgram also concludes that II mentally retarded children are es-
pecially deficient in learning via verbal channels and to a degree above
and beyond that to which they are retarded in other spheres."3 Spreen
suggests this is not necessarily conclusive.
Language was not a significant modifier of performance on 29
Piagetian reasoning assessments (75 normals and 75 mentally retarded)
taken by Stephens and McLaughlin. 4
Another study with normal children (CAs 2 to 6 years) and educable
special class students (CAs 6 to 7 years; IQ 61 to 66.5) showed that in
IN. A. Milgram, liThe Relationship of Language to Cognitive Per-
.,' formance with Speci a1 Reference to the Menta lly Retarded, II Mimeographed
Report, 1964, cited by Otfried Spreen, IILanguage Functions in Mental Re...;
tardation 11,11 American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXX pt. 3, (1965),
359.
20tfried Spreen, "Language Functions in Mental Retardation: A
Review, I,ll American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXIX pt. 4, (1965), 482.,
3Ibid .
4Beth Stephens and John A. McLaughlin, "Analysis of Performances
by Normals and Retardates on Piagetian Reasoning Assessments as a Function
of Verbal Ability," Perceptual Motor'Skills, XXXII, pt. 3, (1971), 868-870.
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both groups imitation is more advanced than comprehension and the latter
more advanced than production. l
Rosenberg summarizes by stating that his findings seem to show
that language development is more closely controlled by maturation than
by intellectual ability. Thus language development in the retarded is
2
slowed down rather than qualitatively different from that in normals.
Language and Concepts--Speech and Intelligence
A variety of studies have been undertaken to discover the rela-
tion between language and conceptualizing and/or speech and intelligence.
Ainsworth has noted that "speech development is very closely allied to
intellectual development."3
In his book, Readiness for Religion, Goldman offers this descrip-
tion of the child's language and intellectual development:
To interpret what happens to him and what his experiences have to
say to him, a child develops powers of thought. In his early years
this occurs through sensory perception and the power to recognize
objects in the world around him. The growth of language in the
second year of life enables him to name the objects he recognizes,
thus further widening his powers of thought. He is able more and
more to remember has experiences and to recall events and objects
no longer present.
Further, Goldman points out the limitations of concepts as com-
~. pared with the child's language:
lSheldon Rosenberg, "Problems of Language Development in the
Retarded," Social-Cultural As ects of Mental Retardation, ed. by Carl
H. Haywood New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970 , pp. 154.
2Ibid .
3S. W. Ainsworth, liThe Education of Children with Speech Handi-
caps,·· Educatibn bf Exce tional 'Childr~n'and Youth, ed~ by W. M. Cruickshank
and G. O. ohnson Englewood C 1 fs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1958),
p. 386.
4Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1965), p. 27.
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All investigations show with striking similarity that in various areas
of experience a child's use of words far outstrips his understanding.
It is, of course, by using words frequently that a child grasps their
true mraning, and in what context it is appropriate to use particular
words.
After some review of research Iscoe and Giller wrote that
the process of abstraction is thought to proceed uniformly along de-
velopmental lines in normal persons from the concrete and private
conceptualizations ... to the increasingly abstract behavior of the
older child; this increase in abstractness is a function of langua~e
and communications skills, as well as of environmental experience.
Conclusions drawn by McCarthy in 1964 were that lithe studies of
abstraction seem to indicate that a very close relationship exists between
language and thought processes and that some kind of 'inner language' or
verbal mediation may be essential to intelligent behavior. 1I3
Some studies have related the thinking skills and their develop-
ment to the retarded child. Yoder and Miller surveyed many works in this
area before developing the Syntax Teaching Program. 4 The essentiality of
sequencing skills were noted in the findings of Staats, Brewer and Grass
in 1970 when they stated that "more advanced cognitive skills are fre-
quently acquired only if the child previously has learned a more basic
repertoire--which is itself based upon earlier learning of prior skills. IIS
1Ibid., p. 31.
2J . Iscoe and o. Giller, IIAreas of Concept Formation in the Mentally
Retarded," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXIV, (1959), 112-116.
30tfried Spreen, IILanguage Function in Mental Retardation,1I American
Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXX, pt. 3, (1965), 351-362, quoting J. J.
McCarthy, Mental Retardation Abstracts, I, (1964), 3-27.
40. Yoder and J. Miller, IIWhat We May Know and What We Can Do: In-
put Toward a System," Lan ua e Intervention with the Retarded, ed. byD. E.
Yoder, J. E. McLean, and R. L. Schiefelbusch Baltimore: University Park
Press, 1972).
SA. Staats, Learnin1, Language and Cognition (New York: Holt,Rinehart and Winston, 1968 , p. 614.
14
In 1968 Bloom carried out a study to lIinvestigate the development
of linguistic behavior in relation to the underlying conceptual meaning of
language for the child, with specific focus on the relation between child-
ren's speech and aspects of their experience related to the speech they
use. 1I1
'Just previous to Bloom1s study Stephens found that concept forma-
tion presented a special problem to the mentally retarded in that they
have considerable difficulty in getting meaning independently from their
2
experiential contacts.
The great difficulties encountered by the retarded child to gain
meaning and usage of language symbols was pointed out by Sarason 20 years
ago. 3 Now these difficulties are seen by some as a IIdisorganization in
the acquisition of cognitive processes", that is, they have trouble
4
relating new experiences to past learning.
Many interesting aspects of language development were unearthed
by researchers down the years. Badt showed by her results that institutional
10. Yoder and J. Miller, Lan ua e Intervention with the Retarded
(Baltimore: University Park Press, 1972 , p. 192. Quoting L. M. Bloom,
"Semantic Features in Child Language,1I Unpublished paper presented to the
Conference on Research in the Language of the Mentally Retarded (University
of Kansas: Bureau of Child Research, February, 1970).
2R. L. Schiefelbusch, et al., eds., Lan ua e and Mental Retardation
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967 , p. 10, quoting W. E.
Stephens, "Category Usage by Normal and Mentally Retarded Boys," Child
Development, XXXVII, 1966, 355-362.
3S. B. Sarason, IIMentally Retarded and Mentally Defective Children: .
Major Psychosocial Problems,1I Psychology of Exceptional Children and Youth,
Ed. by W. M. Cruickshank (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall.,
1955), pp. 438-474.
4Nancy R. Marshall and Jack R. Hegrenes, IIA Communication Therapy
Model for Cognitively Disorganized Children," Language Intervention with
the Retarded, ed. by J. E. McLean et al. (Baltimore: University Park
Press, 1972), p. 131.
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living depressed language development due to the absence of the mother.!
Schlanger found similar results but ascribed the language depression to a
loss of motivation, complete association with peers, as well as severance
of familial ties. 2
Some techniques were found to help language development. Barnett,
Ellis and Pryer found labeling of objects to be very beneficia1;3 while
Zeaman et a1., showed the advantage of using verbal c1ues. 4
In summary, this general area of research of language develop-
ment as it concerns the retarded can be said to be deficient in assessing
comprehension even while there is much data in the line of systematic
speech production.
conceptual Development
In general, there seems to be a tendency among researchers to
look for and define stages of reasoning ability or ability to think,
which closely correspond to age. This approach, which is based on Piaget1s
findings, begins vaguely in young children as they begin using words and
IMargit 1. Badt, IILeve1s of Abstraction in Vocabulary Definitions
of Mentally Retarded School Children," American Journal of Mental Deficiency,
LXIII, (1958), 241-246.
2Bernard B. Schlanger, "Speech Measurements of Institutionalized
Mentally Handicapped Children," American Journal of Mental Deficiency,
LVIII, (1953), 114-122.
3C. D. Barnett, N. Ellis, and M. W. Pryer, "Stimulus Pretraining
and the Delayed Reaction in Defectives ,It "American "Journal of Mental Deficiency,
LXIV, (1959), 104-111.
40. Zeaman, B. J. House, and R. Orlando, "Use of Special Training
Conditions in Visual Discrimination Learning with Imbecils,·· Am~tican
Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXIII, (1958), 453-459.
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goes on to a stage of concrete understanding gained by way of perception
and finally by abstract logical reasoning with concepts.!
There are some, however, who do not hold to the "stage theoryll of
conceptual development but rather to a gradual progression due to the ex-
periences to which the individual is exposed. 2 One can see this theory
substantiated by the adults who have concepts and beliefs of a much
earlier period of thought'development., Havighurst points out that we
cannot just expect a natural maturation of thought unless lIappropriate
experience and instruction" is also provided. 3
In another survey of concept development, Goldman remarks that
"children only slowly and gradually ... move towards a mature under-
standing of human life."4 He also states, "Children need time to explore
their world, to come to terms with it and to grow alongside what they
know. 11 5
Godin describes Piaget1s studies of concept development and noted
that the first real development of meaningful symbols was found in the
play of fiction ("Let's Pretend") as early as six months. 6 In the first
lRobert J. Havighurst and Barry Keating, liThe Religion of Youth,"
Research on Reli ious Develo ment, ed. by M. P. Strommen (New York: Hawthorn
Books, Inc. Publishers, 1971 .
.' 2I bid., p. 688 .
3Ibid .
4Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1965), p. 34.
5Ibid ., p. 35.
6Andre Godin, "Some Developmental Tasks in Christian Education,"
Research on Reli ious'Oevelo'ment, ed. by M. P. Strommen (New York: Hawthorn
Books, Inc., 1971 , p. 34.
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stage of conscious thought (2~4 years) the primary symbol substitutes for
or expresses emotions, while in the second stage (4-7 years) the symbols
gradually lose their IIplaying games" character and more closely resemble
reality.l Godin points out that it is at about this age we find the
beginnings of IIreal collective symbolism, with differentiation and ad-
justmentof roles. 1I2
Godin further discusses that up to age five lithe child places his
memories side by side, and groups them in an almost unique category of
Iyesterdaylll.3 At this stage he is unable to relate a series of events
he may just have experienced, or he will find difficulty putting four-
or five-part picture stories in sequential order. 4 Even a movie of more
than 15 minutes will find the child unable to see the thread of a story
develoPing. 5
Again in another description of Piaget1s theories, Hubbard states
It has been suggested by some theorists that the biological organism
cannot be hurried, nor the maturational process be given the "nudge"
by environmental stimulation. The fact that interaction between
stimulation and the maturing organism ;s imperative can be proven by
the maldevelopment of children whg are the unfortunate products of
a sensorily deprived environment.
lIbid., p. 125.
2Ibid .
--
3Ibid ., p. 34.
4 119.Ibid., p.
5Ibid .
6Sister Joan Francis Hubbard, O.S.F., liThe Developmental Psychology
of Jean PiagetAsApplied to the Religious Education of the Mentally Re-
tarded," 'Liv;ngL1ght, VIr (1970), 41~
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The child is at first pre-occupied with himself and all the wonderful
things he can do like seeing, smelling, hearing, feeling, and moving; while
discovering and enjoying the world about him is the next step.1
This second stage of intellectual development is subdivided into
that of the pre-operational thought (2-7 years) and concrete operational
thought {7-11 years).2 Hubbard describes this stage
The child manifests a budding of representational thought, i.e.,
symbols and social signs represent and communicate thought. But
the child at the bottom of the pre-operational rung is capable
of understanding a great deal more than he can express, because
verbal ability is not comparable to, nor even necessary for the
development of his thinking patterns at this stage. Visual imagery
is one of his major tools for thinking. Moreover, this is the "me"
period of development--situations and §eople have significance for
the child only in relation to himself.
Since this is a period when children have not learned yet how to
reverse their thinking to seek the cause, they should be greatly involved
in using concrete materials to assist th~ in conceptualizing. 4 For the
retarded child who finds reversal thinking very troublesome the use of
concrete materials is mandatory.5
Finally, Hubbard cites Kohlberg1s findings that even though early,
education should be stressed, he discouraged presenting concepts earlier
which may be learned later with more ease. 6 This, Hubbard summarizes, if
~applied to the education of the retarded would be obviously fruitful. 7
1Ibid ., p. 43.
2Ibid., P• 42.
3Ibid., p. 44.
4Ibid.
5Ibid.
6Ibid., p. 40.
7Ibid.
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Little research was found on the conceptual development of the
mentally retarded except side-remark-type statements like that of Hubbard's
in the previous paragraph. Inhelder1s book, however, does list three
developmental theories of mental development and shows how only the third
can be valid for the mentally retarded.
1. Mental development conceived as a simple addition of suc-
cessive acquisitions
2. Mental development regarded as a linear and cumulative
succession of structures
3. Mental development regarded1as a progressive organization
of an operational mechanism
Inhelder also proposed that mentally retarded persons seldom
pass beyond the first two stages of logical thinking according to
Piaget's stages. 2
Kolstoe had some interesting input on the conceptualizing of the
mentally retarded as far as qualitative and quantitative thinking is
concerned.
From the early sensory-motor exploration of the environment up to
the concrete operational level, the child deals with what is. At
the formal operations level, he is able to deal with what might
be. It would seem that the mentally retarded do not display this
quality of becoming conversant with the possible. They do not
inhabit the world of what might be. Furthermore, the research on
the concept of the mental age indicates a delay in the retarde~
in the age at which the thought processes they do have appear.
For the retarded child it seems that the sensory-motor stage may
extend a year or two longer than the usual age of two for normal children,
lBarbel Inhelder, The Dia nosis of Reasonin in the Mentall Retarded
(New York: The John Day Company, 1968 , p. 297.
2Ibid ., p. 298.
30liver P. Kolstoe, Mental Retardation (New York: Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1972), p. 22.
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and, similarly, the following stages may call for extra years for develop-
ment. I Kolstoe states that this
could account for the observed phenomenon that mentally retarded
children can solve problems typically solved by normal children
considerably younger in chronological age, and would serve to ex-
plain why ... no differences in the2thought processes of childrenwhose mental age were about 10 years.
Religious Conceptual Development
Let us now look more specifically at research and theories in the
area of normal religious conceptual development.
Defining Il religion" has been a constant challenge to historians,
philosophers and theologians. Those who tried give the impression of
despair that agreement among them will ever come to be. Yet, definitions
are essential for some level of communication. Hubbard's definition of
religious concepts are as close to this writer's intent as any: IIthose
ideas pertaining to one's relationship to God, as well as the study and
application of Christ's teachings. 1I3
In general, the bulk of present-day opinion would seem to be that
the spontaneous religion of the child follows a course determined by
general principles of growth. 4
Ronald Goldman saw religion IIfirst and foremost a personal encounter
"with the divine. IIS He viewed any really effective religious education as
lIb1d.
2Ibid .
3Sister M. Joan Francis Hubbard, D.S.F., liThe Developmental Psychology
of Jean Piaget as Applied to the Religious Education of the Mentally Retarded,"
Living Light, VIr (1970), 40.
4David Elkind, liThe Development of Religious Understanding in Children
and Adolescents,1I Research on'Reli ibus Develo ment, ed. by M. R. Strommen,
(New York: Hawthorn Books Inc., Publishers, 1971 , p. 660.
SRonald Goldman, Readiness for Religion (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1965), p. 65.
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stemming from the natural interests and activities of children, for these
are the expression of their basic needs. 1 Needs here (as physical,
emotional, security needs, etc.) in a broad sense are religious, II s ince
they, are all expressions of a human being's desire to fulfill himself
and achieve his highest purposes, which for a Christian is to glorify
God and enjoy him forever.,,2
Rel ig;ous' Language
Since religious experience is often very abstract and religious
education includes many examples of abstract, non-concrete, words (love,
goodness, holiness) which are translated by the child into concrete
ideas there is "frequently misunderstanding and perversion of what is
intended" especially in the child's religious concepts. 3 Goldman offers
this suggestion:
Ideally, then, we should follow and extend children's interests so
that they come to see their experiences in depth. In such a
setting religious truth as an interpretation of all experience
is known not artifically but at a truly personal level. In this
way religion and life are experienced as inseparable.
In dealing with religious language Goldman observes that it is
"absorbed by children naturally as they encounter it in their experience,
by overhearing conversation, by attending church services ... and by
adults' deliberately conditioning them to it, as in the teaching of a
catechism by rote.,,5
1Ibid., p. 66.
2Ibid., pp. 66-67.
3Ibid ., p. 30.
4Ibid ., p. 66.
5Ibid ., p. 32.
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Goldman points out the real danger of religious language ;s that
it contains analogies, metaphors and similies which have to be understood
before the real meaning may be comprehended. l
Once we have come to terms with this basic fact about religious
language of poetry than matter of fact language ... the answer
(to how to teach it) is partly to use language which is simple
and appropriate for children, but more importantly to stimulate a
wide range of experience which will enrich a childts view of life;
so that the impact of religious language will not be made in a
vacuum, but will be lit up by accumulated experience. No religi-
ous teaching should occur without a constant cross-reference to
what a child has known and encountered for himself. Z
Summary
It has been noted that there seems to be a good deal of research
available dealing with the production of speech but much less dealing
with the area of language, particularly in reference to retarded in-
dividuals and how they understand the language they do use.
What can be observed through literature is a likely agreement
that in language, speech and concept or reasoning skills development,
the mentally retarded child progres~es along the same route as the normal
child but at a slower pace. In a similar manner the retarded individual
appears to develop along the same lines in religious conceptualizing as
does the normal, individual. The difference being that the mentally re~
tarded person needs more concrete, well-structured presentations along
with more time.
IIbid., p. 33.
2Ibid .
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
General Overview
The need for individually tailored religious instruction is as
important as, if not more so, any other content area. These early years
are the "foundation-building ll years. Lee states that "this is the most
important period in the whole of a person's life in determining his
later religious attitudes. 1I1 Lee continues
A child, and a child's mind, grow spontaneously. It is true that
this growth is stimulated by the impact of other people and the
world in general upon him, but these do not cause the growth; they
only influence it, help to turn it ~n this or that direction. The
growth comes from within the child.
We first, then, in following the religious growth of a child haVe
to Ilfindout how his mind takes shape in this early period, that is, how
he thinks, feels, desires; what the mental equipment is that he has built
up, and how he uses it in his progressive mastery of the world. 113
There is an emphatic statement made by Lee in which he stresses
:·'that lIif he (the child) attempts, or is pressed to attempt, the explora-
tion of God before he is ready for it, the results can be serious, pre-'
venti ng him from ever making the attempt successfully. ,A
1 .R. S. Lee, lour Growing Child and Religion (New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1963), p. 14.
2Ibid., p. 16.
3Ibid .
4Ibid .
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Psychologists agree that the preschool years are critical in the
child1s formation of a concept of himself, of his family, of his
church, and most importantly, of God. If a child is to be guided
to a meaningful encounter with God the Father, the catechist must
realize that ... his sensory perception is more acute than at any
other stage in life. Any concrete ideas, which are not based upon
experiences which he can interpret and express in action which he
enjoys, are totally meaningless to him. Before truth can become
an integral part of himself, he must be given the opportunity to
encounter it many times, through as many of his senses as possible,
and to express it creatively, through a variety of media. 1
Bissonnier makes this same point when he states that there is
no advantage "in teaching a child to genuflect, if he has not first under-
stood that with his body he can express an interior attitude. 1I2 He further
comments that II ••• the religious education of deficient children needs
to be deeply rooted in the natural and the concrete, solidly incarnated
in the daily life. 1I3
In surveying the topics suggested for presentation to children
Schmid pointed out the basic or key message with which we should concern
ourselves.
The message of Christianity ;s such that it can be spoken in all
places and at all times to all people at all stages of their de-
velopment. The task before the Church today is to speak this
Il good news ll in such a way that all people in all places can under-
stand it. What is the key mes4age of Christianity? It is this:
Christ is risen from the dead.
Now the concern is does this message fit the way we live? Yes--
it concerns life.
lVeronica Dreves, IIWonder ll from The Jo,l' In the Father Series
(Seattle, Washington: Office of Religious Education, Archdiocese of
Seattle), Preface. .
2Henri Bissonnier, CatecheticalPedago9,l' of the Mentall,l' Deficient
Children (Brussels: International Centre For Studies In Religious Education,
1962), p. 22.
3Ibid ., p. 25.
4Jeannine Schmid, Religion, Montessori and the Home (New York:
Benz;ger, Inc., 1970), p. 1x.
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There are natural signs, such as water or a rock, whjch remind us
that we thirst or that we need protection. There are signs such
as gesture of greeting which remind us of love, acceptance, andjoy. All these signs point to life, and all can point to eternal
life--risen, unlimited life.
Specific Topic Selection
In researching eight current religion series and a diocesan
guideline for topics included in their presentations for pre-school,
kindergarten and first grade (ages 3-6) the following data resulted:
TABLE 1
TOPICS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND IN NINE CURRENT
EARLY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CURRICULA
Topic
Beauty of nature
Belonging (fatherly love)
Prayerful response
Jesus' life
Liturgical year
Sense of me
Sense of joy--celebrations
Sense of prayer--the Sacred silence--respect
Sense of being alive
Community
Frequency
9
8
7
7
7
6
5
5
4
4
These areas of religious concepts identified help to assess the
experiences necessary for the child to comprehend the concepts. In assessing
a child's concept development a teacher can only expect verbal or non-verbal
lIbid., p. x.
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(gestures) responses to what is said or presented. Since the group of
children involved in this study are quite language delayed both verbal
and non-verbal responses will be accepted for evaluation.
In evaluating types of stimuli which would be most valid for the
subject material and reasonably easy to obtain, pictorial representations
were selected.
Children of the age group 8-12 have been exposed to a variety of
pictorial presentations of many subjects. Some of these exposures have
been good and some not. Egenter speaks of bad representations of art
as IInon-art" or "Kitsch tl • 1
What is it that determines the value of a work of art? Firstly,
it is the quality of the experience which is given artistic form
rather than the actual subject, which counts. Where quality ;s
in some degree lacking, kitsch will slip in. A well-painted still
life has greater value than an ill-painted Mado2na both from the
aesthetic and from the religious point of view.
The child is drawn to colour, noise, movement, sensati~n, simpli-
fication ... unfortunately he finds these in kitsch.
In selecting good art, Egenter goes on to say that one is selecting
work that is also religious since "it brings to the beholder a peace that
is not of this world, and presents an eschatological promise and an inkling
of the I new earth I to come. 1I4 He goes on, IIReligious art must embody a
religious experience which is real in both the aesthetic and the spiritual
sphere. It also, like every other work of art, requires technical skill. 1I5
lRichard Egenter, The Desecration of Christ (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, 1967), p. 23.
2Ibid .
3I bid., p. 67.
4I bid., p. 107.
5Ibid., p. 110.
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A s.ignificant statement made by.Egenter is that IIwhat matters with
the Church is rel.igious content; she has to find forms of expression for
this suited to the capacity of her members (my underlining); yet it may be
that artistic means are not at her disposal. lIl And so what is available,
even though sometimes very inferior, is what has to be used rather than
neglect instruction.
When selecting religious art Brusselmans offers some suggestions
for avoiding different pitfalls.
We can, for instance, find pictures that are real masterpieces of
art but in which theological content is distorted, (i.e., some pic-
tures of the Last Judgment). Others, instead, might be theologically
correct but artistically immature (i.e., some syrupy paintings of
Christ). We find pictures that are both theologically correct and
good art yet are psychologically unfitting for a child's sensitivity
(i.e., some over-dramatic representations of the Crucifixion or saints
undergoing martyrdom). Finally, we have representations that are both
poor art and poor theology (i.e., some2plastic statues used as magicalcharms to ward off traffic accidents).
Pictures chosen for this study were judged on their simplicity of
presentation, effectiveness of coloring and size of presentation (as close
to 811 x 11 11 was most desirable). The subject matter was based on the eight
most common topics presented in present early religious education curriculum.
Alist and description of the pictures can be found in Appendix I. A
variety of pictorial types were chosen due to the fact that in observation
the children seemed attracted to a variety (black prints, detailed calendar
art, etc.) Also, the different religion series and books in the children's
section of the library exhibited a wide variety of styles, techniques and
colored presentations.
1I bid. '. p. 68 .
2Christiane Brusselmans~ReligionForLittleChildren (Huntington,
Indiana: Our Sunday Visitor Publications, 1970), p. 46.
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Presentation of Pictures
In describing the difficulties of testi,ng children for religious
comprehension, Elkind offers that uwe still do not really know to what
extent the young child's difficulty with religious and other concepts
is a matter of cognitive immaturity and to what extent it is a matter of
inadequate preparation or inappropriate experience."1 The same can be
said of the mentally handicapped child.
Many tests are presently or have been on the market with the goal
of assessing language and concept comprehension. Some of these are highly
structured, standardized and validated, while others are more informal,
less valid, yet (not statistically) reliable, at least, for giving
valuable insight.
The semic1inical interview was a method introduced by Piaget (1929),
who lIadapted psychiatric interview techniques to the questioning of children.
The aim of these interviews is to obtain what Piaget calls the child1s
spontaneous or liberated convictions as opposed to answers at random, sug-
gested answers, and romancing (spoofing) answers."2
The anecdotal observations are those "spontaneous remarks made by
chi ldren with respect to rel igion.u3
In the earlier methods the investigators IIwere after acquired re-
ligion and used relatively structured tests, whereas, contemporary workers
IOavid Elkind, "Religious Understanding In Children and Adolescents,"
in M. Strorrmen, ed.,ResearchOnReligious'Oevelopment (New York: Hawthorn'
Books, Inc. Publishers, 1971), p. 282.
2Ibid ., p. 664.
3Ibid•
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have been concerned with spontaneous religion and have employed more
open-ended techniques."l
Elkind et al., in a study on children1s understanding of prayers,
used the interview method. In asking questions as ttDo dogs and cats pray?1I
"Where do prayers gO?" "I usually pray when .11 they found that "during
the first stage (usually ages 5-7) the child had only a vague and indis-
tinct understanding of the meaning of prayer.,,2
In recent years there has been a greater trend toward graphic
and pictorial methods. Graebner (1960) took the American lead and t1 em-
ployed a set of captioned pictures for investigating children's God con-
ceptions. These graphic and pictorial methods appear to have considerable
promise for eliciting types of material not previously encountered in
studies of religious development.,,3
For some reason it seems to help in bringing out responses in the
children to have them name themselves part-by-part.
Basic Drill Pattern:
(Ex. )
(s. )
What1s that?
4It1s a (noun).
The following will be the basic format to be used in the inter-
:"views for this study:
1Ibid., p. 663.
2Ibid., p. 675.
3Ibid., p. 665.
4Richard Denver~ LA~ L. K. (Teaching the American Language), Indi ana:
University of Indiana.
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VERBAL RESPONSE
1.· Here is a'
----
What is it?
2. What are they doing? How do they feel?
3. Why is this so?
NON-VERBAL'RESPONSE
)
1. Show me a way to talk to God the Father. (fold hands,
hands raised, kneel, eyes closed, etc.)
2. Show me that you like me or are my friend. (smile, hand-
shake, hug, kiss, give something)
3. Show me how you feel if you are happy. (smile, clap, jump
up and down, etc.)
Predicted Outcome
A symbol is a sensible sign of an invisible reality' with which it has
a more or less profound relationship. To the psychoanalytical school
goes the credit of -reminding us that we often are very strongly im-
pressed by symbols which we cannot explain (my underlining). Thus
we have remarked that the deficient children were deeply impressed by
colors, by paintings, by music, by symbolic gestures, without being
able to analyze the contents, and that inversely these children were
gifted with1an almost extraordinary aptitude to symbolize by these
same means.
Based on a scale of no response (3) to high-level and high verbal
response (1) there will result an accumulation of statistical data that can
be correlated with more standardized data such as Mental Ages, Verbal scores,
IQ scores, etc. Such correlations should indicate which areas each child
is strong or weak and in need of more experiential activities before pro-
ceeding onto new concepts.
The eight topics used in the study were depicted by eleven pictures
as follows:
IHenri Bissonnier, CatecheticalPedagogyofthe Mentally Deficient
Children (Brussels: International Centre For Studies In Religious Educa-
tion, 1962), p.21.
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#1 Nature Waterfall, river, trees
#2 Sense of Me Happy girl looking out a window
#3 Sense of Being Alive Two boys playing leap frog
#4 Sense of Belonging Father and son
#5 Sense of Community Two boys arm in arm
#6 Sense of Joy Birthday party
#7a Jesus -- Birth Stable scene
#7b Jesus -- Cross Crucifixion scene
#7c Jesus -~ Ascension Ascension scene
#8a Sense of quiet, wonder Girl fascinated by butterfly
#8b Sense of Prayer Two girls praying by bed
Questions were asked from level I--simple repetition (Here ;s a
girl. What is it?); to level 2--relating information (What is big and
hard in this picture? Rocks.); to, finally, thought questions of level 3--
(Why did Jesus die on the cross?). A complete description of pictures and
questions can be found in Apendices I, II and III. A sample scoring sheet
has also been included in Appendix IV.
Procedure
It has been pointed out and demonstrated the importance of not
presenting concepts to children which are too difficult for them due to
lack of maturity or lack of exposure to previous concepts. It also has
been found many times that mentally' retarded children consistently show
a need to have many more encounters with a concept and for a longer period
of time before they gra~p it. With these findings in mind the writer has
attempted to build a pictorial test that would help the teacher assess the
comprehension of basic concepts in early education.
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'Population
One group of children participated in this study. These students
were residents of St. Coletta School in Jefferson, Wisconsin.
The 14 children (10 boys, four girls) of the group had a median
mental age (MA) of 4-2 and a median intelligence quotient (IQ) of 45. The
age range (CA) was 7-11 to 12-2.
Design
The eight most frequent concepts which were found in textbooks for
this age range were depicted by eight colorful pictures. They were simple
in presentation and the writer tried to chose pictures which were in good
1
artistic taste according to Egenter.
Each child was interviewed in a quiet, separate room. A table and
chair of comfortable size for the child were used. A tape recorder was
present to record all responses for later checking and scoring. Some
edibles were available for reinforcement if it was found necessary.
Each child was comfortably seated and the examiner (E) instructed
the subject (5) that they were going to look at pictures and talk about
them. The first approach was to elicit a verbal response on each picture.
If the questions and promptings failed to produce language from the sub-
ject, then the examiner asked for the subject to point out certain items
in the pictures in order to ascertain if the subject could at least
identify the objects contained in the picture. The gestural section was
given to all subjects to obtain more information on how well or to what
~,~ ...
lRichard Egenter, The Desecration of Christ (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, 1967), p.. '112f.
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degree the subjects could express an idea with non-verbal language_ The
verbal and non-verbal responses were recorded on an answer form. A rating
of 1 to 3 was used:
1 -- No response or language (gestures) indistinct so no evaluation
could be made.
2 -- Good-~shows some understanding.
3 Very good--demonstrates understanding clearly.
See Appendix IV for sample scoring form.
Levels of Questioning
Level 1 -- This is the level of initial contact. Student can
repeat or duplicate what has just been said, done or read. Indicates, that
student is at least conscious or aware of contact with a particular concept
or process.
Level 2 -- To perform at this level, the student must be able to
recognize or identify the concept or process when encountered later, or
to remember or recall the essential features of the concept or process.
Level 3 -- Here the student can compare and relate this concept or
process with other concepts or processes and make discriminations. He can
formulate in his own words a definition, and he can illustrate or give
. 1 1~ examp es.
lSister Melanie Blair, D.S.F., "A Study of the Effect of Planned
Questioning on Pupil Response During Religious Instruction," A Thesis(Cardinal StritchCollege,'Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1970), p. 20.
CHAPTER IV
REPORTING DATA
The Informal Religious Concepts Assessment was scored; scores
were ranked and correlated with mental ages (MA), intelligence quotients
(IQ), chronological ages (CA), mean utterance lengths (MUL) and between
its own sub-tests according to the Spearman Rank Method. Before reporting
those results it is important to make a few conments on the testing situ-
ation in which the data was gathered.
The subjects were seen individually and presented, one at a time,
with 11, large magazine-type pictures. Questions were asked in order of
difficulty to solicit enough language from the subjects to assign a
number (1, 2 or 3) according to their degree of accuracy (number 3 being
the most accurate). The pictures represented eight of the most frequently
found topics in present early religious education curriculum.
The use of a tape recorder was found invaluable. Many times the
examiner was distracted from what the subject was saying because the
!'·facial or hand expressions were "speaking louder ll •
It was discovered that the alternate questions to the pictures
requiring only pointing were never needed for the group of children used
in this study. All the children had enough language to satisfy the
examiner.
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Some of the questioni,ng of the Receptive-Verbal section was ob-
viously too easy for'some subjects and was deleted if the information had
already been given by the subject.
Many of the subjects found it difficult to demonstrate their
responses in the Expressive-Gestural section. Many suggestions and
modelings were given but only about 20% were totally successful.
In response to questions about how someone felt, as to the emotions
the person was displaying in a picture, seven subjects confused the word
IIfeel ll with the sense of IItouch li • Their response was to touch the picture
and say the person felt IIsmoothli. In another situation the examiner
asked how water felt and the subjects began feeling the picture of water.
Re-phrasing the questions helped the subjects respond appropriately.
Hence, in the first situation the subject was asked how a person felt in-
side or was the person angry, happy or sad. In the second situation the
examiner helped the subject recall playing in water or washing his hands,
then, asked for a verbal description.
According to the three-point scoring system, 3 showed the greatest
accuracy, 2 showed some inaccuracy and 1 showed gross misconception or
unfamiliarity with the topic. The highest possible score was 42 indicating
accuracy on 11 pictures and three non-verbal demonstrations (prayer,
friendship, happiness). The lowest possible score that could be earned
was 14, demonstrating a definite lack of understanding of the 11 pictures
and a total inability to mime prayer, friendship or happiness.
The mid-point score was 28. The mean score of the experimental
group was 34, that is, 6 points above the mean. No subject scored either
a perfect 42 or a base of 14.
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In an attempt to interpret the scores, correlations were worked out
according to the Spearman rank order coefficient. Rank order correlation
was used because of the small sample number. It should be noted that this
correlation formula is not the most precise.
Table 1 gives the data on each subject participating in this study.
The mental ages (MA), chronological ages (CA) and mean utterance lengths
(MUL) were calculated from January 1, 1975. The intelligence quotients (IQ)
were derived from testing completed within a year of the study.
TABLE 1
PERTINENT DATA ON SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY
INCLUDING MENTAL AGES, CHRONOLOGICAL AGES,
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS, MEAN UTTERANCE
LENGTHS AND INFORMAL RELIGIOUS
CONCEPTS ASSESSMENTS
Subject
A
B
C
o
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
MA
5-4
4-6
4-11
4-7
4-11
4-2
3-10
5~6
4-9
4-8
4-8
3-7
4-0
4-11
CA
9-10
10-7
9-9
8-7
12-6
10-6
8-3
11-8
9-11
11-2
11-11
11-3
11-9
10-9
N
55
45
51
53
46
42
45
52
49
46
45
37
40
48
MUL
3.20
4.74
2.20
2.04
3.52
3.34
2.66
3.46
1.82
2.0
2.56
2.98
4.35
2.88
IRCA
38
38
37
36
35
35
34
34
33
32
32
32
31
31
37
TABLE 2
RESULTS OF SPEARMAN RANK ORDER COEFFICIENT
BETWEEN THE INFORMAL RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS
ASSESSMENT AND MA, CA, IQ, MUL AND
THE SUB-TESTS OF THE IRCA
Test Rankings Correlation with IRCA
MA .19
IQ .53
CA .55
MUL .11
Sub-tests -.09
In general the children were able to identify the main point
within each picture and were able to identify the basic emotions. The
IIwhy" questions were the most difficult. Most often they were met with
no response or III don1t know".
Table 3 shows the distribution of scores earned according to the
degree of accuracy in response to each picture.
TABLE 3
NUMBERS OF SUBJECTS SCORING IN THE IRCA
ACCORDING TO DEGREE OF ACCURACY
Number of Responses According
to Degree of Accuracy
in Ascending Order,
Picture
#1 .
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7a
#7b
#7c
#8a
#8b
3
2
13'
14
8
9
'II
3
3
2
10
10
2
12
1
6
5
3
11 '
10
10
4
4
1
1
2
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TABLE 3~-Continued
Number of Responses According
to Degree of Accuracy
in Ascending 'Order'
Gestures
Prayer
Friendship
'Happiness
3
8
3
2
2
6
6
8
1
5
4
With Picture #1, 12 scored a 112 11 response because of their failure
to identify God, the Father who created all of nature. However, all were
able to identify water, rocks and trees and most were able to describe
the sensory experience of each.
Picture #2 was successfully described by all but one subject. The
subjects were able to identify the happy-pleased mood of the girl and were
able to state that she like herself. All of the subjects stated in the
affirmative when asked if they liked themselves.
The only picture which every subject answered successfully was #3.
The two boys playing leap frog were seen not only as happy but also as
friends and good at playing the game.
Picture #4 with the father and son was adequately answered by
eight subjects while the other six subjects received a level 2 rat;ng~
Here the children had to identify the sad but not fearful look of the boy,
as well as the careful, gentle attention of the father.
Picture #5 with the two friends nine of the 14 subjects scored
very well while five seemed to have difficulty identifying that the arms
around each other was a sign of love and friendship.
In the #6 picture of the birthday party only three subjects had
difficulty identifying whose birthday it was.
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The poorest response section was #7a, #7b and #7c. Picture #7a
(birth of Jesus) and #7b (death of Jesus) had only three successful answers
to questions. Picture #7c only had two successful answers. The scoring
was due to the inability of the subjects to make any reference to the
fact that Jesus was God, or God1s Son. Three subjects showed no compre-
hension of the subject matter in the #7b (death) and #7c (ascension) pic-
tures.
The final two pictures showed identical scoring--lO successful
and four indicating some misconception. Picture #8a required some in-
dication that the subject could sense the wonder, as well as the need
for quiet. Picture #8b required the concept of aliveness--ability to
do--and the concept of prayer--a talking to God, the Father, Son or
Holy Spirit. Some showed confusion on these concepts.
In Table 4 some interesting results were found. There were three
cases of very distinctly different scores in the sub-tests. Note Subjects
C, E and L.
TABLE 4
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER OF SUB-TESTS OF THE INFORMAL
RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS ASSESSMENT
Receptive- Expressive-
Verbal Gestural
Subject Score Score R-V Rank E-G Rank
C 32 5 1 11~
A 30 .8 2~ 3
E 30 5 2~ 11~
F 29 6 ~ 6
B 29 9 ~ 1~
H 28 6 6 6
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Table 4-~Continued
Recept;ve- Expressive-
Verbal ·Gestura1
Subject Score 'Score R-V Rank E-G Rank
I 27 6 7~ 6
N 27 4 7~ 13~
M 27 4 7~ 13~
G 27 7 7~ 4~
0 27 9 7~ 1~
J 26 6 12~ 6
K 26 6 12~ 6
L 25 7 14 4!2
In this experimental attempt to assess the religious concepts
of young retarded children several factors have surfaced concerning
verbal and non-verbal responses. Some of these factors can be explained
and conclusions drawn, others can only be stated as they are revealed.
In the following chapter these different factors will be discussed.
CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The Informal Religious Concepts Assessment was developed as an
experimental attempt to provide a tool of assessment for the teacher of
trainable mentally retarded children. The Assessment is intended to be
informal, though not inaccurate. The pictures chosen were such that any
teacher could easily obtain them and construct his own materials at
little or no cost. The questioning is not infallible on this first
attempt at assessment and teachers reviewing this material will un-
doubtedly develop further questions to find the degree of concept under-
standing within their classes.
As was found in this experiment the first level questioning of
simple repetition was too simple for some of the subjects. They were
eager to attend to the pictures and just as eager to describe what they
saw. The reason for including level one questioning was readily elimi-
nated. It would be this writer1s suggestion that teachers simply be
:'alerted to this situation and adapt their questioning accordingly.
The Expressive-Gestural section was intended to give added informa-
tion as to subjects· ability to express ideas without using verbal responses.
This appeared to be difficult for many. A constant reminder not to speak
was required. Several children became self-conscious or simply Itwent
blank ll • It was 1nteresti.ng to find that although five subjects could say
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how they might shake hands, smile, hug, etc., to show friendship or love
they could not actually perfonn the'action. Perhaps, they did not feel
comfortable with the examiner. More possibly it indicates a need for the
children to be shown how to express their emotions by means of play-
acting, mirrors, puppets, role-playing, etc., or to point out to them
those satne emotions as they themselves are expressing them. It might
be that the children can identify emotions in other people but have not
been able to identify them in themselves. This would be a definite area
to look into.
The difficulty this writer found in the subjects misinterpreting
the use of words as IIfeel ll is a common problem. The teacher could use a
similar method of clarification as was mentioned earlier. If the problem
persists it may indicate that further teaching is necessary since such
words with multiple meanings are very much a part of our everyday speech.
The subjects in this study had recently been studying the senses and had
been touching many things using the word "feel". It is understandable,
then, that this is the first connotation the children would make when
asked how someone felt.
It was noted earlier that the span of scores was seven points where
~'it could have been 28. The tendency of the group to score six points above
the expected mean was also observed. These two facts might indicate that
the test questions were not discriminating en9ugh. Perhaps more thought
questions or level 3 questions could have been included to sharpen the
assessment tool. Then, the scores would probably have ranged further and
would more precisely indicate levels of comprehension. The six-point skew
would probably have come closer to the expected mean also.
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Another interpretation is that the subjects were too homogeneous.
In an effort to limit the group to avoid unwieldy numbers the group may
have been too limited to produce more informing and reliable data.
In reviewing the correlations there appears to be little relation-
ship between the subjects' mental ages and the scores calculated from the
IRCA (.19). See Table 2.
However, the correlation between the subjects' intelligence
quotients (IQ) and the IRCA was relatively higher (.53), although, still
not in a high reliability range. This may indicate that the IRCA taps
general information and experience as the intelligence tests attempt to
do.
Another similar correlation was that of chronological ages (CA)
and IRCA results. This correlation of .55 was not highly reliable either
but seemed to indicate that the older subjects, and more experienced, did
better in a general way on the IRCA. This would seem to indicate once
again that the Informal Assessment might have potential in tapping what
experiences the subjects have had that would allow for developing basic
religious concepts.
The Informal Assessment does not appear to test language concepts.
The mean utterance length (MUL) scores which indicate the subjects' natural,
free speech length, were ranked and correlated with the IRCA turning out a
.11 correlation.
Finally, the sub-tests of the Assessment were correlated with a
-.09 result. There seemed to be no correlation--;.e., an absence of cor-
relation. The first section of the IRCA is basically verbal and demanding
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of some ~igh level reasoning. The second section is basically non-
verbal and demandi,ng an ability to see relationships between what is
verbalized and what is dramatized.
Three of the subjects demonstrated dramatic score changes between
these two sub-tests pointing out their possible tendency to be more
verbal or more manual in expression. The lack of relationship between
the sub-tests could, then, show indirectly that they each tap different
abilities.
The pictures and the responses of the children should be the
teacher1s focal point of attention. Here is where he will gain insight
into how this child is seeing the picture and relating it to what he
already knows. Here, also, the teacher can pick up and note clues of
misunderstanding, misinformation or lack of experience.
With this particular group there seemed to be a need for guidance
in relating the attributes of nature to those of God as Creator. This
could be accomplished over a period of time by frequently referring to
the beauty, power, great heights, etc., as the class experiences them
throughout the year.
As was mentioned earlier this group could probably benefit from
instruction and experiences on how to identify their own feelings. Re-
peated experiences of picture reading for emotions and role-playing could
help them identify body langua'ge. Since retarded children find miming
very difficult it may be a goal for'a school year to increase their com-
petency in this skill by providi,ng frequent opportunities for dramatics,
puppetry and mode11 1,n9s.
Since the section on the life of Jesus showed misinformation to
a large degree it would indicate that a careful and simple presentation
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of the main events would be called for. Following.the liturgical year
would give another opportunity to' review in simple, exact language and
action the doctrine of Jesus as Son of God, coming to teach the message
of how to live a life of love, and how to talk to the Father in prayer.
Finally, observing the marked difference of scores for subjects
C, E and L it could be concluded that there are children who express their
ideas better verbally while others prefer gestures. This might indicate
that a variety of expressions be available not only that a child could
use his stronger mode of expression but also that he begin developing
other modes of expression as well.
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
For the future it would be of value to study different modes of
expression with retarded children. Expression in song, dance, art in a
variety of media, music, T.V. and radio programs, etc., could all be ex-
citing ways for the children to find ways of demonstrating what they know.
A similar picture assessment could be unde~taken with different
art-style pictures. For instance, black and white line drawings or
stylized figures could be used.
Similar pictures, as those used in the IRCA, could be used but a
different approach could be tried in obtaining the response. The subject
could just be asked to tell what he saw or to tell a story to go with the
picture.
It would be interesti.ng to note similarities and differences for
two chronol.ogically distinct groups to be assessed which have similar
mental ages. This might be a means of discovering if there really ;s a
correlation between the chronological ages and the IRCA.
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An in-depth research into the individual subjects· ability to
express verbally or manually could be undertaken. ITPA sub-test scores
could be correlated with IRCA sub-test scores.
SUMMARY
This attempt to provide an assessing tool for the religion teacher
of trainable retarded children is only a beginning. Each teacher is ac-
countable for finding ways to assess what the children know and how well
they know it. It is the teacher·s responsibility to experiment, search
and devise ways of tapping the understanding of basic religious concepts
so that he can provide the necessary learning experiences.
Each of our students has a right to a living awareness of the
Father1s love and to grow in his ability to response to the Father in love,
faith and joy. Let us prove faithful to this challenge.
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APPENDIX I
QUESTIONS -- VERBAL RESPONSE
Description Questions
#1 Nature Waterfall, river, green trees and
rocks
#2 Sense of Me A little girl at the window.
Pleased with herself. Finger
against her nose as if thinking,
waiting.
#3 Sense of Being Alive Two young boys gaily having a
game of leap frog.
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Here is a waterfall.
What is this?
What do you see that is green? (Trees)
What do you see that is hard and big?
(Rocks)
How does a rock feel?
How does water feel? (Cold, wet, like Kool-aid)
Where does water come from?
This is a little girl.
What is this?
The little girl is looking out of the window.
What is the girl doing?
Look at her. How does she feel? (Happy,
pleased)
What shows you that she ;s happy?
What do you think she might be saying or
thinking?
Does she like herself?
Do you like yourself?
Here are two boys.
How many boys are there?
The boys are playing.
What are they doing?
Do the boys like this game?
How can you tell? (Smiles)
Are the boys good at playing this game?
Subject
#4 Sense of Belonging
(Fatherly Love)
#5 Sense of Community
(Friends)
#6 Sense of Joy
(Celebration)
.ir
APPENDIX I--Continued
Description
A sad little boy whose father is
gently using a knife to take out
a sliver from the boy·s hand.
A black and white boy, arms
across each otherls shoulders
and smiling at each other.
A group of children around a
birthday cake as one child gets
ready to blowout the candles.
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Questions
Here we see a boy and a man.
What do we see?
What does the man have in his hand?
What ;s the man doing?
How does the boy feel?
Do you think the man loves the boy?
Who ;s the man?
Who else might it be?
We have two boys in this picture.
What is in this picture?
What are the boys doing?
How do the boys feel?
Do the boys like each other?
How do we know that the boys like each other?
Look at the boys and girls.
What do you see?
What is on the table?
Who is going to blowout the candles?
Do you think the children will sing?
What will the children sing?
Do you think they will eat?
What will the children eat?
How do the children feel?
Subject
#7a Jesus--B1rth
#7b Jesus--Cross
#7c Jesus--Ascension
APPENDIX I--Continued
Description
A simple Christmas scene of Jesus,
Mary and Joseph in the stable.
A simple, woodcut print of Jesus
on the cross. No blood or
terrible wounds.
A simple picture of the glorified
Jesus with wounds but with a
brightness and life about it.
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Questions
Here are a mother, father and baby. (Point)
Who do we see?
What is the baby doing? (Sleeping)
What is the mother doing? (Watching the baby,
smoothing the covers)
What is the baby's name?
What is the mother's name?
What day do we celebrate Jesus' birthday?
Who is Jesus?
Here is a man on a cross.
Where is the man?
What is the man's name?
What is he doing?
Why?
Who died on a cross?
Who is Jesus?
Why is he sleeping?
Are sleeping and dying the same?
I see a man.
What do I see?
What color ;s the man's clothes? (White)
What do you see on the man's hands and feet?
(Sores, hurts)
How did they get there? What happened?
Who do you think this is?
What is the man's name?
Who is Jesus?
How does he feel?
Subject
#8a Sense of quiet,
wonder, prayer
#8b Sense of quiet,
wonder, prayer
APPENDIX I--Continued
Description
A little girl holding daffodills
and looking with fascination at
a butterfly atop one of the
daffodills.
Two little black girls praying,
with hands folded beside their
bed. (Toys on a shelf behind
them)
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Questions
Here is a little girl.
What is here?
What is the little girl looking at?
(Butterfly)
What does the little girl have in her hands?
How does the little girl feel?
Does she like the butterfly?
What might the butterfly do if the little
girl would be noisy or shout?
What should the little girl do to keep the
butterfly from flying away?
Here are two little girls.
What do we see?
Where are the little girls?
Are they noisy or quiet?
What are the girls doing?
What do you think they might be saying?
Who would they be talking to?
Find the toy elephant.
Is he alive?
Can he pray like the girls?
Could the toy elephant on the shelf do what
the girls are doing? (Praying)
What do -~ say to Jesus?
APPENDIX II
QUESTIONS -- NON-VERBAL RESPONSE
Subject
#1 Nature
#2 Sense of Me
#3 Sense of Being
Alive
#4 Sense of Belonging
(Fatherly Love)
#5 Sense of Community
(Friendship)
Description
Waterfall, river, green trees and
rocks.
A little girl at the window.
Pleased with herself. Finger
against her nose as if thinking
or waiting.
Two young boys gaily having a
game of leap frog.
A sad little boy whose father is
gently using a knife to take out
a sliver from the boy's hand.
A black and white boy, arms
across each otherls shoulders
and smiling at each other.
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Questions
Here is a picture of a waterfall.
Point to the water.
Show me something that grows and is green.
Can you point to something that is hard when
you touch ; t?
Here is a little girl.
Where is the little girl's eyes? Nose?
Mouth? Hands?
Can you put your finger on your nose like the
little girl?
Here are two boys.
Show me which boy is jumping.
Point to the boys· mouths.
Here we see a boy and a man.
Point to the father.
Where is the boy?
Can you show me the knife?
Here are two boys.
Where is the boy who .has a jacket in his hand?
Where are the boys· faces?
Which boy has his arm around the neck of the
other boy?
Subject
#6 Sense of Joy
(Celebration)
#7a Jesus--B1rth
#7b Jesus--Cross
#7c Jesus--Ascension
#8a Sense of quiet,
wonder, prayer
#8b Sense of quiet,
wonder, prayer
"
APPENDIX II--Continued
Description
A group of children around a
birthday cake as one child gets
ready to blowout the candles.
A simple Christmas scene of Jesus,
Mary and Joseph in the stable.
A simple, woodcut print of Jesus
on the cross. No blood or terrible
wounds.
A simple picture of the glorified
Jesus with wounds but with a
brightness and life about it.
A little girl holding daffodils
and looking with fascination at
a butterfly atop one of the
daffodils.
Two little black girls praying,
with hands folded beside their
bed. (Toys on a shelf behind
them)
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Questions
Here are some boys and girls.
Where is the birthday cake?
Who is going to blow the candles out? Point
to the one.
Here is a man, a lady and a baby.
Where is Jesus?
Where is his mother, Mary?
Here is a man on a cross.
Point to Jesus.
Show me where the cross is.
Here is Jesus.
Where are Jesus' hands? Feet?
Can you show me where the hurt or sores are
on His hands?
Here is a little girl.
Where is the butterfly?
Show me the flowers.
What is the little girl looking at?
Here are two little girls.
Point to the biggest girl.
Show me the girls' hands.
Can you put your hands like these two girls?
Where is the toy elephant?
APPENDIX III
EXPRESSIVE -- GESTURAL
1. Show me a way to talk to God the Father (fold hands, 1 2 3
hands raised, kneel, eyes closed, etc.)
2. Show me that you like me or are my friend (smile, 1 2 3
handshake, hug, kiss, give something, etc.)
3. Show me how you act when you are happy (smile, clap, 1 2 3jump up and down, laugh, etc.)
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APPENDIX IV--Continued
RECEPTIVE -- NON~VERBAL
#7a Jesus--Birth 1 2 3
#7b Jesus--Cross 1 2 3
#7c Jesus--Ascension 1 2 3
#8a Sense of Prayer--Wonder 1 2 3
#ab Sense of Prayer 1 2 3
EXPRESSIVE -- GESTURAL
Prayer 1 2 3
Friendship 1 2 3
Happy Feeling 1 2 3
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